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In recent years functional differential equations, hereafter-referred to as 
FDE’s, of the type 
x’(t) + ax(t - I@, x(t))) = F(t), t 2 to, (1) 
where h anf F are respectively continuous functions from R x R into R, 
and R into R, have become important in the biological sciences. Background 
material and a derivation of such an equation as a model for infection may be 
found in Cooke [I]. In [I], Cooke discusses briefly work of Bellman et al. 
concerning the existence and behavior of periodic solutions of 
x’(t) + x(t - 1 - E* sin 2~~t) = sin 2d (2) 
for p small, and Hale’s work [2] which guarantees that (2) indeed will have a 
unique uniformly asymptotically stable periodic solution if 1 + p < &ST. 
Cooke points out that it is highly desirable to establish the existence and 
stability properties of periodic solutions for equations of type (1) in which 
F(t) is periodic and the lag h(t, x(t)) is of the form r + &t, x(t)) which 
implicitly involves x(t); r is some positive constant. The purpose of this paper 
is to answer Cooke’s question by establishing the existence of periodic 
solutions for equations of this type. 
Before proceeding with the main body of this paper, we will state a basic 
theorem concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions of FDE’s 
which may be found in Driver [3]. 
By a solution of 
x’(t) + ax(t - h(t, x(t))) = F(t) (1) 
for t, < t < T < CO we will mean a function X(t) such that 
(i) x(t) = 4(t) for r,, < t < t, (initial data; rO < t,, - h(t,, , +(ts))) 
(ii) x(t) is defined and continuous for t, < t < T 
(iii) x(t) exists in the domain of Lx(~, X) for t, < t < T 
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(iv) rs < t - h(t, x(t)) < t for t, < t < T 
(v) x’(t) + nx(t - h(t, x(t))) = F(t) for t, < t < T 
where the right hand derivative is taken at t,, _ 
According to Driver [3]: If h(t, I ) 2: is continuous in both variables and 
lipschitizian in x on each compact subset of its domain of definition D, and on 
D 0 < Iz(t, X) < t - y0 for suitably chosen Y a ; and if (6(t) is lipschitizian on 
[1’ ,, , t,], then there exists an a > 0 such that FDE (1) has a unique solution 
x(t) for rs < t < t,, + 01. And as long as (t, x(t)) is in D, this solution may be 
extended to the right. 
Let C[-r, 0] be the space of all continuous functions from C-Y, 0] into the 
real line and let // g 11 forg(6) E C[-r, 0] be the usual sup norm. Let CL[--T, O] 
be the set of all functions in CC-r, 0] which are lipschitizian and define a 
norm on CL[--Y, 0] as p(g) = j/ g I[ + L, where 
L, = inf{L I I g(Q -g(&)j d L 1 8, - 0, I>. 
An elementary calculation reveals that CL[--Y, 0] with p as a norm is a 
banach space. 
At this point it is convenient to introduce the following notation. For any 
continuous function x(t) defined for t, - Y < t < 00, define ~~(6) = x(t + 6) 
for t, < t, -r < 0 < 0. That is ~~(0) represents that member of C[-Y, 0] 
which is obtained from the function s(t) by restricting it to an interval of 
length Y which terminates at t. 
Consider the equation 
z’(t) = --az(t - Y + I*&, z(t))) +F(t) t, < t (3) 
subject to the initial data ~(t, + 0) = g(0) for --P < 0 < 0, where 
g(B) E C’L[-r, 0], a, T > 0, ur < +JT, and 0 < TV < r/flfi K(t, Z) is a continuous 
function of both variables for (t, Z) in D : ((t, x) t, < t, j x / < 17 < co} and 
further suppose that in D 0 < K(t, Z) < AT, K(t + w, .z) = K(t, a), and 
I k(t, 3) --k(c %>I < L, I ai - aa / . F(t + W) = F(t). For p small, it seems 
reasonable to expect that solutions of (3) will be close to solutions of 
x’(t) = --ax(t - r) +qq f, < t (4 
such that x(to + 0) = g(B) for --r < 8 < 0. 
In the above notation, (4) may be written as 
St’(O) = -q-Y) +I+) t, < t; A@) = g(6) (5) 
where the ’ denotes the right hand derivative with respect to t. If we use the 
integral representation for the solution of (5) developed by Bellman and 
Cooke [4], ~~(0) takes the form 
x@) = T(t - t,,)g(B) + 1’ T(t - s) X#)F(s) ds. 
to 
@! 
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Here T(t - t,)g(bl) represents the solution ~~(0) of the homogeneous part 
of (5), i.e. y,‘(O) = -czY~(-Y), to ,( t; ~~~(0) = g(B), and 
(0 --r,<e<o 
X0@)== )I e=o* 
Although X,,(e) is not continuous, T(t - t,,) X,(e) exists as a member of 
C[-Y, 0] for t > t, + 7 as may be seen readily by writing the homogeneous 
equation with g(B) = X,(8) as the equivalent integral equation 
-at - 43 + 4 t+WtCl 
qt - to) x,(e) = 
I 
G-e 1 _ a T(s - to) X0( -41) ds t + 0 > t, . 
to 
Similarly (3) may also be written in integral form as 
-a 
s * qt - 4 x&9 w, de, g)) ds to 
(7) 
where z,(B,g) is used to indicate that particular z,(e) which is obtained from 
the solution of (3) using g as initial data, and Ff(s, as(@, g)) = zS(-p + &s, 
%(O, g)), g) - x,(--r, g). 
We use the integral equations (6) and (7) as guides for defining two maps 
9Yz and FE from CL[-7, 0] into CL[-7,0]. 
cqz( g) = T(w) g(0) + ,I+- WJ + to - 4 X,(WW ds 
P-9 
l’(w + t, - s) x,(e) R(s, G(& 9)) ds 
Periodic solutions for (6) and (7) correspond respectively to fixed points for 
the maps Fz and Yz . Since the existence theorem was only local and gave no 
mention of how far to the right the solution could be extended, the question 
arises as to whether Fz is a we71 defined map. That is, does (t, ~~(0, g)) E D for 
t, < t < t, + w ? We will delay discussing this matter until later when it 
will be verified that for any arbitrary interval [t,, , T], p may be selected small 
enough so that for t E [to , T] (t, z,(O,g)) E D. 
LEMMA 1. JCx is a map of CL[--Y, 0] into itself which is completeIy con- 
tinuous zy w > 7. 
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Proof. Let S be any bounded set in CZ[--r, 01. Thus for some B if 
g E S, p(g) < B. Let (GJ b e any infinite set in &(S) and let {gJ be a set of 
corresponding preimages in S. i.e. &(gJ = G, . Now p(gJ < B for all ‘v 
implies that both Lsy and l/g, ]I < B and hence {gy} is a uniformly bounded 
equicontinuous set of functions on E-r, 01. Thus the -4scoli Iemma guarantees 
that there is a sequence (gm> C (gy} such that (g& + g in the // j/ norm. This 
implies that g E CL[--r, O]. Let G denote EL(g). 
From Bellman and Cooke [q, Hale [5], or Stokes [6], it is known that if all 
roots X, of the characteristic equation h = -neWTA have negative real parts, 
then there exists positive constants y and K for which 
11 T(t - t,)g(B)l~ < ICe-yct-fol /g [I . (9 
A straight foward calculation reveals that the requirement that ur < &T 
guarantees that the roots of the characteristic equation have negative real 
parts. 
Now G(0) - GJB) = T(w)[g - g,J(@) and thus 
II G - G, II < f&-+) Ilg -gg, II . 
Similarly 
[G - Gn,l&~ - [G - Gnl(Q = Wk. - ~tnW> - Tb)k - snlPJ~ 
which yields 
[G - G,nl&) - [G - Gi,l(Q = --a j;;;I W)[ g - gml(-4 ds 
since w >, 1’. Thus 
l[G - GJ(4) - [G - GJ(Q < ~~e-~(~-‘) l/g -g, Ii I 4 - 4 I 
and hence LG-G,n < nK // g - g,, // . Therefore P(G - G,,) - 0 as 
I] g - g, /I + 0 and hence .Zz is completely continuous. 
Remark. A brief modification of the above proof yields for t 3 2, + (JJ 
/J(W - to) g,(@ - w - h)&(~)) = PW - 44& - &w)) 
< (1 + ueYr) Ke-rtt-to) /I g, - g, 11 ; CW 
a fact which will be used later. 
At this point it is expedient to introduce a version of the Gronwall lemma 
used by Driver 131. 
LEMMA 2. Let r(t) be a real valued continuous function for t, < t < /3 such 
that 
r(t) < k, + h 1” T(S) ds + k,(t - to) for to<t<P 
to 
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where k, , kl , k, are constants and k, is not 0. Then 
u(t) < kOeLl(t-tO) + kpk;1[e7C1(t-‘~) - l] fey t, < t < 8. 
The proof is straight foward and is omitted. If we directly integrate (3) for 
t, < t < 7 and take h(B) as the initial data, we obtain 
h(to - t - e) t+ea, 
44 = h(0) - a f: x,(--7 + pk(s, ~~(0))) ds + srF(s) ds t+e>t, 
which yields I/ .z,(C?)ll < /I h II + a J;O /I z,(0)11 ds + 6(t - t,) where b 3 I F(t)1 
for all t. If we apply the above lemma we get 
COROLLARY 1. If q(t), h) is a solutiofz of (7) with initial data h(e) such that 
(to, h(O)) E D and / F(t)1 < 6, then for t E [t,, , ~1, an interva2 on which the 
solution is defined, II q(f?, h)ll < ea(t-to)[ll h II + b/a]. 
LEMMA 3. If G(s) is continuous and ar < $r, then 
I(e) = 1” T(t - S) x0(e) G(S) ds 
to 
is in CL[--T, 0] and 
Proof. For simplicity assume 8, > 0, . We break up the interval of 
integration [to , t] into three mutually exclusive intervals 
II : t, d s < t + e, 
I,:t+e,<s<t+e, 
I~ : t + 8, < s d t. 
s E Ia is equivalent to t - s + Bi < 0 which yields T(t - s) X,,(ei) = 0. For 
sEI,,t-s++e,<OandO~t--+f8,<rtvhichyieldsT(t--)X,(B,)=O 
while T(t - S) X,(0,) = 1. Thus 
iI [T(t - S) x,(e,) - T(t - S) x,(e,)] G(S) ds = ~~~~ G(S) ds 
1 
and hence we have the following bound for the above integral. 
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qt - s) X,(6,) - qt - s) X,(6,) = ---a jt+O” q.2 - s) X,(--Y) dx 
t-& 
and hence 
1 T(t - s) X,(6,) - T(t - s) X,(O,)l < a 1 6, - b, / KerTe-y(t-s). 
By using this as a bound for the integrand in the integral over II we see that 
LEMMA 4. Fz is a map of CL[--r, O] into itself which is completely con.- 
tinuous if w >, Y. 
Proof. Since Fz is the sum of two maps, we need only show that the 
integral in (8) is a completely continuous map. That is that the integral is 
compact on S where S is as in Lemma 1. For convenience let I(g) denote 
this map. Thus 
T(w + to - s) X,,(e) B(s, 44 g)) ds. 
Let (HV} be some infinite set in I(S) and {h,) be the preimages as before. As 
in the proof of Lemma 1, there exists a sequence (h,} C {h,} such that h, -+ h 
in the 11 // norm and R E CL[-r, 01. Let H denote 1((h). Now 
I 
t,+w 
H, - H = T(w + t, - s) X,(6) K(s) ds (11) 
to 
where R(s) denotes a(~, ~~(0, h,)) - R(S, X,(0, lz)). 
q(s) = z,(-Y + ,A+, z,(o, km)), hm) - zs(-y, h,) 
-z,( --I + pk(s, x,(0, h)), h) + 4---y> 4. 
\lTe wish to achieve a bound on R(s) so that Lemma 3 may be applied. 
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By direct integration of (3) we obtain 
1 
h(t + e - to) - h,(t + e - to) t+e<t, 
x,(e, h) - z,(e, km) = h(O) - kn(O) - a 1”” [x,(--r + pk(S, 4% A)), 4 
- $-r + M, -4% hn)), knll k 
(13) 
We would like to apply Lemma 2 above with r(t) = /I z,(B, h) - x,(0, h,)ll but 
are initially hampered by the difference in the arguments in the integrand. 
We rewrite the integrand above as 
z,(--T + pk(S, xs(O, h)), 4 - z,(--r + w% zs@ hn)), hn) 
= [q-r + pk(s, z,(O, 41, h) - x,(--r + @(s, .@A hJ)> 41 
+ [X$(-T + p&, x,(0, &J), A) - x,(--r + @, do> hn)), kiJ1. (14) 
There are three possibilities for the first member on the right hand side of 
(14) d P d’ g P e en m u on whether s - Y + pk(,) is greater or less than to . 
[zs(-r + p&s, xs(O, 41, 4 - x,(--r. + /-4s> 40, hiA 41 
i 
s 
s--r+dc(s,z,(0.hN 
-a 
s--r+ds.z,(0.h,)) 1 
x&-r + p&t> +(O> 4, h) + -$] df case i 
= h(s - Y - to + pk(s, ~~(0, h))) - h(s - Y - 4, + pk(s, x,(0, km))) case ii 
1 
“(“I-~~~(, r. ;) to + Pk(4 %(O~ h7JN 
+J o’S* [F(f) + a+(-r + &S, +(O, W, 41 G case iii to 
where we have assumed, without loss of generality, that 
k(s, z,(O, h)) 2 k(s, x,(0, hn)). 
From the corollary to Lemma 2, we have for case i, 
1 x,(--)’ + p&, z,(O, A)), A) - x,(--r + @(s, do, &A 4 
< ([u 11 h 11 + bp-o) I + bj d, II d4 4 - a4 ~)II . 
Case ii trivially yields 
while case iii, which is merely a composite of i and ii yields 
I x,(--r + pk(s, Q&W, 4 +,(--I + As, @X hn)), 41 
< P~(t)La II x,(0,4 -%(O, hldll 3 
where M(t) = 2 max [Lh , ([a II h ]I + b][eactPto)] + b}]. 
(15) 
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If we use (15) to bound (14), we obtain from (13) 
< 11 h - h, 11 + a[1 + cln/r(t)L,l J”’ II z&A W - ~&t &Jil~ 
$0 
which together with Lemma 2 yields 
/I x&?, h) - .z,p, hm)l/ < I] h - h, /I eab+pnf(t)L73(t-to). U6) 
NOW by appropriately rewriting R(s) and applying (15), we have 
And hence from (16) 
1 R(s)1 < [2 + pM(t)L,] /I h - h, I/ eoB~rPMlt)~~~(t-to). (171 
If we use (17) in conjunction with Lemma 3, we see that there exists a 
constant K, such that LHmeH < I& /I h - h,, II . If we use (17) in (1 l), we see 
that there exists a constant Ks such that 11 H - H, jl < K3eryp ji h - h, jj . 
Thus as j/ h - h, /I + 0, p(Hrlp - H) -+ 0 and thus Fz is completely con- 
tinuous. 
LEMMA 5. If x,(0, g) and x,(0, g) respectively represent solutions of (3) and 
(5) on some interval [to , T] with the same initial state g(9) E CL[ -Y, 01, then for 
E > 0, 6 > 0, and T > t,, there is an m(E, 8, T) such that if p < m(q 6, T) theta 
p(g - h) < 6 implies that p(z,(B, g) -xt(6, g)) < E for t, < t < T, where h(B) 
is some $xed member of CLf--r, 01. 
Proof. Now x,(0, g) ---x,(0, g) = & T(t - s) X,,(e) R(s, ~~(0, g)) ds which 
is merely I(g) of Lemma 4 with t replacing t, + W. By repeating tedious 
calculations similar to those of Lemma 4, we see that 
j fZ(s, x,(0, g))l < &&, ~~(0, gjj max{L, , [a II g II f El[e”“-a’ 1 -t- @. (18) 
Since L, - L,& < L,-, and p(g - h) < 6, for all g E S,(h), L, < S + L, and 
jlg// <S +handthus 
< ~@K(T - t,) max(S + L, , [a(// h jl + S) + b] es(T-4) + b} 
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By (18) and Lemma 3, we see that 
Le,k%d-c,(e,~) G P [ 
1 + 7 P] a6 max{as above} 
and hence there is an rrz(~, 6, r) such that p < VZ(E, S, T) implies 
&@’ g) - @A d) -=c E* 
We need a fixed point theorem which has been used by Jones [7] in his 
studies of periodic motion and which will be the key to our problem. 
BROWDER’S THEOREM. Let S and S, be nonvoid open convex subsets of a 
banach space X, S,, a closed convex subset of X, S, C S, C S, and f a compact 
mapping qf S into X. Suppose that for a positive integer m, f m is well-dejked on 
S, , (Jy=, f i(S,,) C S, , while f “(S,) C S, . Then f has ajxedpoint in S,, . 
THEOREM 1. If ar < &T, w > F and ,U su$liciently small, thez if 7 is 
su@Gntly large so tlzat (t, ~~(0, h)) 1 ies in the intmior of D for all t where 
~~(0, h) is the unique uniformly asymptotically stable periodic solutiofa of period 
u of (5), equation (3) also has a periodic solution of period LO which tends to 
~~(0, h) as p tends to zero. 
Proof. From Hale [5] we know that (5) has a solution ~~(0, h) which is 
periodic in t of period w. Let h(8) = yt,(8, h). A(+ CL[--Y, 0] and&(h) = h. 
If x,(8, g) is any other solution of (5) with initial data g(B) E CL[--r, 01, their 
difference x,(0, g) - ~~(0, h) is a solution of the homogeneous equation, and 
hence from (10) 
p(@, g) - yt(4 h)) = p(T(t - t,J( g - Ia)) < Gew’(t-fo) II g - h II, (1% 
where Ka = (1 + aeyr) K. Since y&8, h) = ~~(0, k), we have 
p(~<:“( g) - h) < K -y(nw-t~) .c L 2e fJ(g -4. (20) 
Hence for any 6” > 0 there is a 6” > E” such that K,,lL(S,+z)) C S&h) for all 
n. 
Let 6 = max[26”, 2KaS”]. Since (to , h(0)) lies in D interior, E”, and hence S 
may be selected so that if g E S,(h) then (to , g(0)) lies in D interior. Ifg E S,(h), 
(19) guarantees the existence of a T(E”, 6) such that p(q(8, g) - ~~(8, h)) < E” 
for all t > r(~“, S), and hence if we pick n such that PZW > T(E”, 6) while 
(?z - 1) w < r(~“, 6) we obtain YXi(S,(h)) C S,-(h) j >, w. Choose 
E’ < S”/(l + K,). From Lemma 5, there is an m(~‘, S, T(E”, 6)) such that 
,U < frz implies p(Yzj(g) - YZj(g)) < E’ for j < n when g E S,(h). Now for 
g E S,(h) and p < m 
&Q(g) - h) < p(Y,“(g) - Zz”(g)) + p(Fzn(g) - h) < E’ + &’ = E < 6. 
Thus Fz”(S,(h)) C S,(h). 
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Consider g E S,@) and j < II. 
p(Yz’(g) - h) < p(q(g) - %j(g)) + Pv2(d - 4. 
From (20) above we have p(Yzj(g) - lz) < K&g - R) < K,E. Thus if 
p < m&z:‘(g) - h) < E’ + K,E < 6, and therefore Y:,j(S@)>_C&z). 
Applying Browder’s theorem with X = CL[-r, O]; S, = S,(h) ; S, = 
S = S,(h) we have that Yz has a fixed point and equation (3) has a periodic 
solution of period w. That this solution tends to the periodic solution of (5) is 
a direct consequence of Lemma (5). 
Note. The question which was raised earlier about the interval [to , T] to 
which x,(0, g) could be extended can perhaps best be answered by first 
giving Driver’s existence proof in our particular case to clearly show what 
factors determine the a: in the earlier statement of the theorem and then using 
Lemma 5. 
Equation (3) may be written as the equivalent integral equation 
! g(t - to> 
t,-Y<t<tt, 
a(t) = 
t g(0) - a St x(s - P + pk(s, x(s))) ds $ 0’) ds 
t, < t. 
tcl 
Consider the banach space C[t, - Y, t, + a] with the usual sup norm 
where 01 is some positive constant yet to be defined. Let S = (4(t) E C[t,, - I’, 
to + al I Ib(t) = g(t - to) for to - I’ < t d t, ; I Iii(h) - VW < B I h - t, I 
for t, < t < t, + a} where B > nq + b. S is a nonempty, closed subset. 
Define a map on S as 
I g(O)/ G P < rl and a < min I 
7-P 1 
.B’ t a[1 + I-CL, ma+, , B)], 
then T is a well defined mapping of S into itself and further T is a contraction 
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map. T is clearly well defined for t, - r < t < t,, , and if 1 #(t)l < q for 
to < t < to + (Y then T is well defined for the remaining t. But 
I W) d I W - g(O)1 + I g(O) I < Ba + B < rl- 
Fortl,t2~[to,to+~l, 
Hence T has a fixed point in 5’ and we have a solution z(t) to (3) defined on 
[to - 7, to + 4. 
Lemma 5 says that if x,(0, g) and x,(B,g), solutions of (3) and (4) respectively, 
both of which exist on some common interval [t, - r, T], then by picking ,U 
sufficiently small, the two solutions may be made arbitrarily close in the 
p norm. Now solutions ~~(6,g) are defined for t > to and by the uniform 
asymptotic stability of the periodic solution yt(B, h) of (5), we see that if 
g(B) is sufficiently close to k(B) in the p norm, then x,(0, g) and ~~(0, h) may be 
made as close in the p norm as desirable for t > t, . Thus if p is sufficiently 
small x,(8, g) may be made close to yt(B,lz) for to < t < t,, + 01 and hence 
(t, x*(0, g)) lies well inside D interior if (t, y&O, lz)) does. Thus if 6 such that 
1 y,(O, h)l < /3 < r) for t 3 to , then by taking p sufficiently small we see that 
we may make 1 x,(0, g)\ < /3 for to - Y < t < t,, + 01. Then by taking 
z,~+,(C~, g) as a new initial state for (3) with initial time t, + 01 we have exactly 
the same conditions with which we were originally confronted above and 
hence may now extend the solution ~~(0, g) to t,, - r < t < to + 2~. If we 
further restrict g(B) to be closer to lz(B) and then adjust p for the new interval, 
we may repeat this process of extending zt(B, g) to another interval of length CY. 
Hence for any interval [t,, - r, T], there is a p-sphere about Iz(0) such that 
if p is sufficiently small, the solution x,(0, g) exists on this interval. 
A careful examination of the proof of the main theorem reveals that we are 
interested in solutions of the two equations for the interval [to - r, t,, + nw] 
where n was determined from solutions of (4) by the ratio of E” and 6. Thus we 
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could assume that p had initially been restricted so that if g(0) lay in some 
appropriate p-sphere about h(8), then ~~(0, g) is defined for the interval of 
interest. If it is assumed that the E” and 6 had been so restricted that while 
their ratio remained the same as before, S,(h) is contained in that appropriate 
p-sphere, then the previous work is justified and the proof of the theorem 
complete. 
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